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MY RESUME
Arunima Chandel
The Ivy Apartments, Block A,103, Sushant Lok 1, Gurgaon 122002. Tel: 9811013233,
Email: arunima.chandel@iamateacher.in, arunima_chandel@hotmail.com
Objective
Pursue a career as an English/Science Teacher with an experiential learning School at junior (Grade 4-5)
level.
Summary
A passionate educator with strong communications skill and a positive will to learn and evolve.
Skills
Through my I Am A Teacher course I am developing
 Classroom Management Skills like handling transitions, set ups and even disruptions within a class.
 Participation and Engagement skills in multiple settings by inviting students to participate actively
and building up discussions on student s ideas.
 Fostering Appropriate Behaviour by modelling appropriate behaviour, confronting students who
are behaving inappropriately and resolving conflicts between students.
 Encouragement and Supportive skills by helping students learn from each other, supporting
students with learning task and by responding to students when they do something well
academically or behaviourally.
Work Experience
Smile Foundation, London, UK
2008 - 2009
School Co-ordinator
Visiting UK Schools and presenting Smile Foundation, Responsible for collaborating with UK schools, Coordinate charity activities for Smile Foundation India, Administrative duties, Report writing.
E-Com Consulting Ltd, London, UK
2004 - 2005
Part-Time Office Administrator
Day to day office based administration supporting a team of sales people.
Homemaker & Tutor to Children
2000 – 2016
Since relocating to India from the UK in 2010, took an extended break to support children through their
education and managing home.
Harriet & Gabb, London, UK
1998 – 1999
Administrator at Help the Aged
Supporting team with administrative duties with filing, organising and planning of activities.
High Commission of India, London, UK
1996 – 1998
Customer Services
Reviewing application forms, processing of application forms with internal department, Issuing of visa s.
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Education
Diploma

Pursuing Post Graduate Diploma In Learning
2016-2017
And Teaching (PGDLT), From IIAT (I Am A Teacher)
Onsite at Heritage School (Gurgaon)

NVQ Level 3

Jewellery Making, Redbridge College, UK
Advanced

2006-2008

Basic Computer Skills

Redbridge College, UK

2008

BSc

Institute of Home Economics, Delhi University

1993-1995

Diploma

Fashion Technology, IIFT, Delhi Polytechnic

1995-1996

Personal Interests
I have a keen interest in Yoga & Meditation, which I practice daily, this not only keeps my mind healthy and
fit, but also set s me up for my day. I have always loved teaching my children and have been doing so
through their years from nursery to IGCSE.
References
Will be provided if required.
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SECTION A
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MY PERSONAL JOURNEY AS A LEARNER
MY JOURNEY

Five months into the life of a teacher and a student has turned out to be a very
unique experience of knowing my own self. It s been a combination of many
emotions, starting from self-doubting to now a newly evolved self worth.
Stepping out from comfort zone to the rigor and demand of the programme, I am a
Teacher , itself was the most unanticipated decision but one I am going to treasure
and be proud of for years to come.

The journey started with many questions, if I have chosen the right path , Is
teaching the one thing I am looking for , the list was long with lots of questions. Our
retreat to Seetlakhet added more questions to the list but along with questions came
some unexpected discoveries about myself. I climbed the mountains, walked on the
fire, shared things about myself with a complete stranger, spent night in complete
wilderness, carried 10 kg of weight and trekked hours at stretch and so so much more
and it all happened one week into the programme. Suddenly the mirror reflected a
much braver looking figure in front of my eyes, one I was pleasantly surprised with
and at the same time was immensely proud of.
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From than to now lots more learning and experiences are added. Along with the
introduction of new pedagogies and philosophies of teaching, IAAT brought along the
introduction of self-reflection. Self-reflections was yet another door I resisted to open
as that would mean letting my transparent/bare self out in the open. Although I was
little apprehensive at first, I had developed enough faith into the programme and was
ready to surrender and take another leap towards it. There have been many
instances, which have been very insightful and full of revelations. One such exercise
that s been carried on from day one till toady, where we are given a situation and
after spending some time over it we are asked to look for patterns emerging from it.
It s very strong and effective exercise, as it connects really well with how I generally
respond to life situations. It acts like a mirror, which was fainter earlier and is slowly
becomes clearer and clearer. Things have refined for me and my approaches towards
many things have a deep sense of thought. I have become more aware of my
conscious and my reactions have subsequently lowered in intensity. It s just a
initiation and there s a long way to go yet but I find myself fortunate to have found
the right path with the newly evolved faith within me.
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MY EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY

MY TEACHING PHILOSOPHY
When I embarked upon this journey little did I know that this programme would
change my perception of looking at education as a whole? It has given me a chance
and shown me ways to explore more about the philosophy of education.
The introduction of Sri Aurobindo s and J.Krishnamurti s readings and their vision
about education provides a complete yet different dimension to the idea of teaching
and is truly inspiring.
Our visit to Mirambika School offered me another opportunity to see Sri Aurobindo s
principles and teaching in practice. It showed a distinctive approach to teaching and
learning where children s individual abilities were respected and nurtured. However
other than the teaching ways some very simple practices such as, cleaning your own
dishes/classroom and having a freedom to question and inquire were some
additional highlights of the visit. If such values are followed regularly it can further
help in developing qualities that can act as a character-building tool for life. Just
spending a day in the vicinity of such an enriching environment gave me a taster as to
how teaching can be conveyed differently.
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While my expedition as an educator has merely started and to establish and define
my own way of teaching will take its own course, IAAT has opened the windows and
doors to explore my flight confidently.

My Educational Philosophy based on the principles of Sri Aurobindo.
As per my understanding of the Sri Aurobindo s reading, True teachings are
essentially the honest and sincere teachings where concepts are evolved from
experiences and explorations rather than following the set and structured curriculum.
It is more momentous for both the learner and educator as the understanding
develops naturally and is consequently more rewarding and meaningful. Here the
facilitator is not merely after an ambition of achieving best grades but with a much
larger purpose of identifying the tool and skills that are needed to help build a more
alert and confidant mind and body.
The first principle of true teaching where Sri Aurobindo states that, nothing can be
taught , is actually suggesting that a true teacher is the one who lets the child learn
from discovering and by becoming deeply involved in the process. Where an educator
acts more like a guide and helper and if required provides appropriate suggestions
during the process.
Through my brief experience of observing children of fourth grade in the past week, I
witnessed that all children are special with a unique way of processing things. They
are near around the same age of 9, some just turned 9 and others almost 9 and each
one has a specific way of applying and absorbing things, so how can there be just one
definite way of conveying knowledge? As a teacher I would have to keep evolving,
keep learning and be accepting that learning has countless and distinctive ways. A
simple practice of welcoming more participation and responses from the students to
come up with the class norms and values could add lot to the effectiveness of the
activity. By collectively selecting a regular classroom practice children would learn to
take ownership of it and thereby build a skill for life.
The second principle that Sri Aurobindo addressed was that, mind has to be
consulted in its own growth . It simply supports that no child should be enforced into
a path that is more a parent or teacher s ambition. A child progresses as a healthier
individual if he or she follows what they desire. As we are all born with unique set of
genes it primarily decides our very nature and personality, which furthermore adds
direction to our choices. If we as a parent or as a teacher try to change the course it
would dissuade a child and cause resentment towards them and more so towards
education.
Sri Aurobindo third principle talks about, working from near to far . This supports the
idea that children are more inclined to learn well from the things that they can closely
associate and relate with. For instance a child coming from an agricultural/rural
background would receive the information on plantation better than the rest of the
class who probably didn t get the same exposure. How can I as a teacher benefit the
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children of my class with the same principle? Say for example I have to take an
expedition lesson where a topic of photosynthesis is to be introduced (where a plant
needs sunlight to survive). To start with I would take the class to a school nursery
where children would get to see how a seed is planted and the after care it needs,
such as how much of water and soil the plant needs, emphasize the importance of
sunlight for its growth and would follow it with more trips to the nursery to see it
developing into a bigger plant. Subsequently taking the same concept in a classroom
afterwards would help in clear understanding of the theory/principle.

MY CONCLUSION
It was easy to come to an understanding of Sri Aurobindo s principle after watching
the inspiring video of Mirambika School. The school follows all three principles and
works exceptionally well. Seeing the video was very encouraging and reflective. It
allowed me to think outside of the box and provided a transparent picture of how
education can really help evolve our true potential and individuality. In addition it
aided me establish how learning, teaching and education are inter connected and if
used effectively can contribute in a sensible growth of a child.

Concept Map of Learning, Teaching and Education
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ME AS AN OBSERVER
AS AN OBSERVER
Classroom practice started with observations as one of the most important skill. We
were told categorically to act as if we were a piece of furniture while recording
observations. Instantly, I thought to myself, how hard could it be? I have to describe
classroom setting and record every conversation within the class. A week into the
class and I was like a hawk in the dessert, keeping an eye on tiniest detail, be it
student to student conversation or student teacher conversation, working in a crew
or independent work, I was noting it all down. But what I hadn t realised was that
before I had started noting down I already established perceptions about few kids in
the class. I had barely spent a week and based on my past experiences I had already
shortlisted who s the smartest, quietest and one who s distracting the class. How my
assumptions got into play without my knowledge is the most shocking part. It was
then that I realised to be an observer wouldn t be all that easy.
Since then I have made more of a consciousness effort of being more mindful and
aware, leaving my opinions and so called assumptions at bay. Now after spending
over five months into the classroom and to see how wrong I was with my
assumptions is quite reflective and adds another learning in the bag. As a facilitator
to replace judgement with a close observations is possibly one of the most effective,
informative and best-suited tool. Not only it gives a genuine data and summary about
individual student and classroom culture it adds huge learning proficiency for me as a
teacher.
With improved perspective and approach towards observation, I attempted another
close observation of one of my students.

STUDENT PROFILE
Nimay is a 9-year-old, medium built boy with dark wavy hair. He wear glasses and is most
comfortable in shorts and T-shirt. His shoelaces are generally loose with his school I card
always lying on the floor by his chair. He has a habit of rocking his chair and often rests his
head on the table while writing. Since I have observed him at a stretch of over 9 months now, I
got to see two sides of him. What appeared to be shy, quiet and timid boy at first is a child
with a unique character
Observation during October 16
In one of the library lesson he picked up the book titled
‘Talks Turkey’. He started with the blurb first and without
taking any more time started reading the book. With finger on
the line and reading aloud in between, he was trying to stop
himself from laughing. Looked like he was really enjoying the
book, pausing in between and raising his hand where he needed
help with difficult words. That assured me that he was not
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willing to ignore the difficult words and instead for better
understanding, didn’t once hesitate to ask for help.

Disposition
Most of the time heǯs got minimalistic facial expressions with soft/low and sometimes
fumbled speech. He doesnǯt excessively engage or participate during class discussions and is
not much of conversationalists, but seems content and unperturbed by it. It is also evident
when he frames answers, which are by nature short and concise. Heǯs not much of a talker, but
certainly canǯt be labeled as one of the reserve student either. I have never seen him involved
in any physical fight and even occasionally when heǯs involved in an argument/disagreement,
there is a noticeable shift, earlier he use to ignore and keep quite, but now he supports himself
by giving relevant answers and doesnǯt take unnecessary blame from others. He defends
himself well and acts more confident and brave.

Relationship with Peers
Nimay doesnǯt have any preferred friends; he mixes well with all his peers and crewmates. I
have seen him sharing jokes with his friends and having a good laugh within the small group,
which is one quality that is now growing and budding. He takes on feedback fairly well from
his peers and tries to incorporate their suggestions yet states the point heǯs sure about
whether correct or otherwise. When crews are rotated he familiarizes swiftly. Although
during crew work he doesnǯt contributes firmly and consequently his points are missed out
which leaves him uninterested and uninvolved in the task.

Interests
During sports lesson I got to see a very different side of Nimay. To observe him during
physical education lesson was a delight. He was encouraging his teammates by showing
enthusiasm, involvement and interest in the game. During a basketball practice, he seemed
really sure and confident of himself and it reflected in his disposition. He was ready for his
turn and didnǯt hesitate for a minute to take charge of the game. His posture was steady and
erect and he was paying attention to coachǯs instructions.
He actively participated, pace was fast and he was
in constant conversation with his teammates.
Throughout the lesson he listened well, was
attentive and displayed all the three skills from
passing the ball to dribbling two ways
effortlessly. It required controlled movements and
strong grip with the ball and at no point he
dropped the ball, he was very involved and seemed
to be enjoying the game. There were lots of giggles
and light moments, which made the observation all
the more worthwhile.
On prodding he told me he likes playing cricket and wants to learn more about the game and
players. Other than sports heǯs most engaged in math lesson and gets excited to show his
working strategy. There is a noticeable contrast from last year to now, while earlier he used to
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refrain from classroom interaction and engagement, now a newly evolved confidence is
surfacing which is aiding him in better focus, participation and involvement. Which inclines
me to believe that heǯs better prepared and have had developed better understanding of the
topic hence is contributing more. His math ability in contrast reflects more positive feedback
both by the teacher and his parents. His understanding of fractions concepts is up to
exceeding level and concepts in number sense and word problems too are progressing well.
Feedback from a Hindi teacher is much more encouraging and positive.

Artifacts
During the theme of ǮNature our teacherǯ, there was an extensive illustration activity, which
carried on for almost four weeks. He again wrestled with it and after multiple attempts and
intervention managed to finish the piece. This led me to another discovery that art and craft
was not his forte and that heǯs more sport driven and oriented.

Before

After

Challenges and Support
He is special educational needs child and attends extra classes with a specialized teacher three
times a week. His main challenge is reading, writing and comprehension skills and the
teachers were quick to recognize that and offered him extended support with additional
remedial classes every Wednesday by Vandana Madam.
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Teacher View
Although I didnǯt get to interact with his parents my CT Ruchika Madam gave a very different
insight about Nimay. She revealed that he had behaviour problems and was emotionally
disturbed when he joined the school. Although there are still lots of issues remaining but
because they are getting addressed and help is availed itǯs starting to show some positive
results both in his behaviour and academic growth.

Way forward
During my course of observation I have seen a change in his growth. There is a special ability,
which needs to be explored, and going forward personal attention and specific
encouragement would help discover that.
Heǯs not self motivated and driven and lacks communication and connection with adults so
reliable handholding will help him with self-esteem and self-confidence.
Although he didnǯt share about his family much but after brief discussion with Ruchika
Madam, I gathered that home might be the source of his behaviour problems. To counteract
that counselling might be another way forward.
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SECTION B
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MY UNDERSTANDING OF SUBJECT TEACHING
MY APPROACH TO TEACHING OF LANGUAGE
This course took me through a completely unusual tour to language development in
children. My own school experience and preconceived moulds and notions about
language learning were shaken with Sonika Kaushal and Kaye Jacob s approach to
teaching language. But this learning and teaching will surely stay forever as it has
equipped me to connect the learning with meaningful and relevant experiences both
in my practice and IAAT classroom.
The first idea itself that Sonika Kaushal brought with her in the class discussion that a
child learns language from her/his surroundings was so powerful and authentic that it
remained with me. It is so true, we as parents and teachers get all sorts of resources to
help language development in children that we tend to overlook the most basic and
fundamental fact our environment . Our immediate environment is so graciously
available that to empower our children with good language skills can be so effortless
and informal.
Kaye s classes were a complete contrast to Sonika s. What I appreciated and loved
about Kaye s lessons was how to introduce literature into the classroom. A simple
activity of going over the poem with no rigid pattern or structure but an open mind
and vision to welcome varied perspectives in the class. A fact that there aren t any
right or wrong answers, its just different viewpoints of looking at things was another
striking finding.
Two diverse styles of language teaching has aided me to understand the context in
which children learn language and would help me in developing skills I might need to
construct an engaging and encouraging environment in the classroom.
Sharing one of my first attempts in creative writing in kaye Jacob s class.

CREATIVE WRITING
Describe a Beach Setting…
I clearly remember the time we went to Langkawi, Malaysia.
I woke up to find myself in a serene environment. It was
just turning to daybreak and I could see darkness taken
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over by the deep orange rays of the newly born sun.
Sunrays were gently touching the clear blue waves of sea
as if to say hello. The white soft sand surrounding the
sea made it a perfect spot to lie back and immerse into
the striking view. The water was so clear that one could
see tiny pebbles at the bottom. The entire island could be
covered in an hour-long walk. Palm trees on the bank added
another dash of colour to the existing scenic view of the
beach. It was one of the perfect getaway destinations to
get some calm and peace from the fast paced life of the
city.

MY UNDERSTANDING OF MATHEMATICS
Math was one of my most fearful subjects until, Jodo Gyan happened. Jodo Gyan
brought along with it the real understanding of mathematical concepts for me. My
view towards math changed so much that I taught multiplication and word problems
to grade 4 students.
The approach and the pedagogy is the highlight of the model. All the concepts are
introduced with a story with a context that children can relate and connect with. Thus
the problem become more real and something they can identify with and
consequently they adopt their individual strategy to come to a solution. Watching
children resolving a math problem in multiple ways was quite a sight, something I as a
student never got to explore in our school days. I could only wish for more lessons by
Shaji to clear me of all my mathematical doubts, but even a short experience has
provided me a more positive attitude towards math.
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FIELD ENGAGEMENTS AND REFLECTIONS

EXPEDITION SDMC SCHOOL, HAUS KHAZ, DELHI
Our expedition to SDMC School brought another insight to our perspectives and
notions we carry towards another strata of the society. The school building itself was a
pleasant surprise. It was huge, structured and cheerful with big green area in the front
and that was followed with the visit to Valmiki Camp, Begumpur Basti.
OUR IMPRESSIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS
Our first impressions after looking at the camp fetched varied feelings for the
residents there. The physical setting was below living standards and there were
thousands of them residing there. Rooms were shockingly small, dark with no
ventilation and it appeared like a box on top of a box. There were no basic amenities
such as clean, safe and hygienic environment, then Why were people migrating from
their villages .

ASSUMPTIONS THAT WERE CHALLENGED
After interviewing few people from the community we realised the reason behind the
move was almost similar and our assumption that these people were unhappy and
willing to go back was challenged. We were surprised to see that these people were
content and satisfied. So much so that for some of them this camp had become their
first home and they only occasionally visit their village. It crushed my belief system
from within that despite such conditions they were happy and content.
We had a talk with three families around the migration situations and most of them
had the same story to tell. A lady narrated that they originally belonged to Bihar and
had a small piece of land there. Although the house there was fairly spacious the
farmland was not enough to provide for the large family. Sometimes, the money they
used to get from their crops were not regular and enough, also there were not other
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alternatives and means for a source of income. So basically for an improved livelihood
and hope for a better life and regular income, forced them to come to city.
Another elderly man hailing from UP narrated that he came to the city in search of
better education for his children. As he himself was a teacher and believed that for
better life education was the only way and because the village didn t have higher
secondary school option the move was rather imperative. And still after twenty to
twenty-five years, situations remain the same, which are keeping them to the cities.
SUGGESTIONS
We think if ladies of the community can be involved and participate with the school in
some way then they might feel that they are adding and contributing towards their
children education.
 If they can be involved in preparing school meals for the children.
 If they can help in stitching of the school uniforms.
This would also help in creating awareness around education.
Another thing we thought would help is to have workshops within the community (for
the ladies who by choice or circumstances are at home) to teach uneducated
mothers/ladies of the community. With the skill/education they can help teach their
own children at home and also encourage others to join.

MY MINDFUL REFLECTIONS OF THE RETREAT
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The expedition to Seetlakhet started with a bag full of mixed feelings all of anxiety,
curiosity, apprehensions and at the same time I wanted to avail the opportunity with
genuineness and total commitment. I was constantly trying to stay positive and
upbeat about the whole experience, but end of the day one left me feeling rather
drained and exhausted. Emotions were scattered yet the urge from within to look at
the bigger picture kept me focused and I ended my day with a positive note to stay
positive and committed.
Day two started with the endurance testing skills. A total of five hours of trekking
along with rappelling activity, so far one of my hardest physical endurance test.
Throughout the task there was constant questioning as to how can I apply these skills
to being an educator and what significance will this bring in becoming a confident
leader and teacher. However along with the questioning the answers started to
appear as if something was instructing from within and soon things started to become
clearer. As much as I was tired and excessively consumed by the emotions of pain, I
was more proud of the fact that I survived the test; how I conquered the test and that
I was able to do the unconceivable. So all of a sudden the feeling of pain
disappeared (as much as it was reminded by every single movement of the aching
body) and was overtaken by immense pride and joy. With much more vigour and
enthusiasm positivity yet again strike back.
Day three was by far one of my most difficult days of the trip. It involved us to make a
bridge using ropes, equipment and following the techniques suggested by the
instructors. It reflected upon me as a non-affirmative person: someone who has very
low leadership qualities or someone who tries to stay away from unsteady situations,
situations that can take shape of a fight or an argument. Although I had few
suggestions and ideas I was unable to take any control or reflect upon them. It made
me feel unwanted and as much as I tried to contribute and achieve better results as a
team I failed. I withdrew as it became more chaotic and unresolvable. With a bad start
it turned out to be even more physically challenging, with carrying load on high steep
trek, cooking in the dark and sleeping in the campsite. Although with a bad taste of
non-performance and genuinely feeling low the mere fact of going through it and still
standing gave me real high.
Our final day was all about mindful personal reflection. While the first few days tested
our physical strengths this day turned out to be full of thoughtful introspection and
made me aware of my strengths and weaknesses. It took me closer to the facts that as
much as I am an able thinker and have knowledge to support my views I need to be
firmer with my ideas and present them confidently. Taking a step back to benefit
others needn t always be supportive but also reflect a sign of weakness by not
accepting authority; along with the lows there were plenty of highs, being a team
player, being encouraging, polite, mindful of others needs and ready to try new
adventures with a positive attitude were few other reflections that made me feel good
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about myself. All in all it s been a road to discovering my inner self. There is much
more potential and ability to reach at a more rewarding place for the self and people
surrounding myself.
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CLASSROOM CULTURE

After observing the class for few weeks, I can establish a sense of classroom culture.
There is a set pattern of norms and practices that the class follows and few disciplines
teachers keep introducing as and when required. Throughout the day both Ruchika
and Vandana keep reinforcing the norms and protocols, as they both believe that
norms are the fundamentals of a classroom set up. A simple practice of listening to
others when a presentation is exhibited or sharing a snack during breakfast time,
everything gets appreciated and acknowledged and as an observer I can see how it
assists in community building amongst the children. Another practice where a teacher
writes children s names on the board as a reward or as a warning for ones who are not
attentive is enough to bring back their focus. Similarly there have been a lot of
exercises that I got to capture and closely observe which both Ruchika and Vandana
follow to keep the kids connected and engaged. It further reflects that to have
children s involvement one constantly needs to learn and evolve new ideas all the
time.
In past two weeks children of 4G have been doing a variety of expedition tasks where
concepts are introduced through experiments and are followed with detailed
discussions. In one of the expedition lesson students were shown how a solute
dissolves in a solution while keeping three things constant and one variable. Ruchika
performed the experiment in front of the class where she crushed the black salt rock
into fine powder, poured it in beaker containing water and stirred the solution until
salt dissolved completely and subsequently took the beaker around each crew. She
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again demonstrated the experiment with a slight variation by leaving the black salt in
the form of small crystals and mixed it with water keeping the same speed while
stirring and took the mixture to each crew. Children got an opportunity to observe and
interpret, discuss within the group and at the same time think independently as well.
They were ready to share their answers with valid and logical explanations and almost
each and every child arrived at the correct conclusion. I saw the kids were thoroughly
involved and the activity provided the entire class of all abilities to participate and
interact, which made room for different ideas to come together. I believe this is a very
appropriate way of bringing a new concept into the class where visuals and
discussions balance and support each other.
With the crew structure in place children get to interact and work together a lot more.
They get more exposed to doing tasks, projects and presentations collectively and
thereby get accustom to working in a group or as a community. Though they do have
disagreements and arguments within the group as not everyone thinks alike but with
an assignment/presentation in place they in a subtle way develop many other
essential skills. Like how to be assertive or for some how to be a team player, how to
be more accepting of other ideas and lots more which again helps in building conducts
and ideas for life.
Nature of student teacher relationship within the class is indeed very unique and
lovely to observe. Ruchika s approach is calm and collective. She accepts children s
opinion well, welcomes an enquiring mind, and acknowledges individual effort.
There s been many times where children interpret the discussion differently, rather
than simply dismissing it she asks questions, which bring them closer to the topic. It
helps children to stay connected with the topic and at the same time they are not
discouraged to question which allows free flow of participation. Once nearing the end
of the day Ruchika sensed rather low energy level in the class, she suddenly asked the
class to leave their work aside and did an energizer exercise, it instantly worked and
children were charged up again with a more active attitude. There have been many
such observations, where Ruchika has successfully got children s attention back into
the task. It creates better learning conditions both for the teacher and the student.
With better learning practices there s better bonding and relationships between
children and teacher.
Although class listens well to the teachers, there are some children in the class who
often demand more attention. They distract other kids; get into small fights and
disagreements, which sometimes affect the entire class. Often Vandana makes a point
of resolving it there and than, on one occasion she called both the kids in front of the
class and asked one to narrate while other listened and than gave turn to another
child to have his say. They both got to put their point across and than listened to
Vandana and followed her instructions. On yet another instance one student from the
crew was taking charge of the entire task and even after everyone within the crew
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wanted to share and add on their points she carried on doing it all by herself. This
caused loud voices within the crew and Ruchika quickly intervened. She was observant
of the group and was giving them time to resolve it among themselves but as it turned
more argumentative she with assertive and firm approach took the sheet away. This
made the entire crew very disappointed. She again asked the crew to think it over and
mutually come together if they wish to finish the task. The crew jointly apologized and
assured to work together calmly and with this reassurance Ruchika gave them the
sheet to finish their work. This sent a clear message to the crew and the class as a
whole that if they wish to finish a piece of work they must put aside their differences
and bring out their strengths.
There is a clear and healthy relationship between the teachers and children. Both the
teachers are different in their approaches and have a very distinctive style yet the kids
know what each teacher desires. Vandana demands more discipline and Ruchika is
more compliant in her approach but since both the teachers are experienced and
engaging no student want to miss out on the lesson and generally keep the decorum
of the class well.
In total there are 32 students, which are divided into six crews, four groups of six and
two groups of four. With new furniture arriving and assessments in progress the
physical setting keeps changing. Every week they keep rotating the crews and kids get
use to different seating space. The teachers from previous years feedback record
decide crews, like Aarav is little more demanding and distracting child but since him
and Ayushi s been together from nursery they are made to sit in the same crew. They
understand each other well and often support one another aptly. The classroom is
supported well with display and notice boards and they have clear working targets for
the class. They also have one wall dedicated for student s work along with list of
names of student s in charge for various duties.
Class 4G is supported well with two highly dedicated teachers who together share
common visions and goals for better learning and culture of the class. They are both
knowledgeable and skilled and connect well with the kids. By observing them it has
provided me with good insight to teaching and learning.
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SCHOOL CULTURE
School culture is essentially an experience for those within the social organization,
gives them support and identity and acts as a framework for professional learning.
Each school has its own belief, vision and motto that they follow and that what best
describes that school.
My learning about The Heritage School
The school logo has an underline that says, the experiential learning school. The real
meaning of experiential learning got unpacked during my IAAT journey. The schools
educational philosophy is an amalgamation of many philosophies - Sri Aurobindo s,
Mother s and Waldorf School to name a few. Through improved information within
our programme I was able to understand it better.
The school stands by the motto, Atma Deepo Bhava meaning Be your own Light ,
along with a vision, to prepare dynamic and caring citizen who will meet the
challenges of a global society while retaining their traditional values , that strengthens
it further.
For an effective teaching and learning school follows a distinct structure with a rich
scope of exploration. The framework includes integration where concepts of subject
areas like history; geography and science are merged as an Expedition class in the
middle programme where each subject area lends in and contributes to another for a
deeper understanding of the concepts. The concepts are further intensified when
experiences are extended by means of visual arts classes and outbound (Khoj) trips to
different locations.
For example grade four had an expedition Nature Our Teacher. It was initiated with
two guiding questions that revolved around the topics of adaptation and
interdependence. Both topics brought the science elements in the classroom and
English was integrated through the informative writing about the bird species learners
followed during their Khoj trip. Visual arts lesson further aided in the learning and
focused upon the illustration of the bird with the presentation as the culmination of
the expedition. Presentation involved the final draft of the picture card along with the
speech prepared by the learners, which they presented in front of the audience. This
experience enabled learners with a deeper understanding of the concept from
different lenses.
Where Khoj along with Anveshna instills feeling of exploration and adventure reading
is encouraged with the regular reading programme and Scholastic Book Week
workshop, which happens once a year.
Pottery, Toy making and Robotics makes way for a hands on experience which stays
with the learner for long.
Child as the focus
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The atmosphere orients around the child, where child is the focal point and all the
practices, decisions and policies surround the welfare of the learner. A child is
motivated and revived with freedom of expression. She is allowed to voice her opinion
and is encouraged to express with validation and precision. The atmosphere provides
space and opportunity for learners to question and inquire, which is a common
practice in the classroom. All the teachers welcome such a behavior and it helps build a
semi formal relation between a teacher and a student.
Display board around the school corridor have a collection of children s art work, their
creative pieces, poems, drawings, stories which cheers the learners and at the same
time it shows that the school takes pride in showcasing their learners work.
Clothes also represent individuality and a personality. By adhering to a no uniform
policy the school offers yet another expression of freedom. Though it expects children
to dress simply and comfortable.
One of the common exercise that the children follow is reflecting. It s the most
powerful tool and the one that aids in self-learning. Children have a reflection journal
and every so often they write down their thoughts and feelings. Along with reflections
peer feedback is also very common and accepted norm of the class. Children are
encouraged to provide how to provide a positive and specific feedback.
Collaboration
Collaboration is another most valued and followed practice of the classroom. Children
are organized in crews and most of their work happens in crews. This allows them to
work as a team where they help and learn from each other. Collaboration is highlighted
and recognized over competition.
Physical education is an integral part of the school life and the infrastructure provided
by the school reflects how strongly it believes in it. The school has football pitches,
cricket grounds, table tennis, indoor swimming pool, gymnasium, basketball and
volleyball court, badminton court and jungle gym for the tiny tots.
The school firmly believes in the inclusion policy and helps provide for the physically
and mentally challenged. The school caters for children with learning disability, slow
learning, mental retardation, down syndrome, autism, adhd, cerebral palsy to name a
few.
My journey so far has made me aware of the different pedagogies that the school
adopts and how it assists in building character of its learners. The Heritage School
adopts experiential learning, which is learning through experience and its effectiveness
is strengthened with the valued tool of collaboration.
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